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Museum records are: somewhat like-politics in the United: tates today.
Everyope deplores the generally Podrostate of affairs but no one does very' much
about it except to lament, "If only there were a'littl,e mbre money...." 1 am
sure you have heard the stogy.

'e fact that so little effort has been directed toward exploring the
structure and function of museum records is surprising, for there is an
extensive body of dge concerning record-keeping systems in
general (e.g., see Alex 1974; Optner'190). tusinesses and the Government
spend millions of dollars-each year on what is. called "inf6liliation systems
analysis," and there has been a greit deal of spillover from this- into libraries
and most other human institutions: But not into museums.

_11 this paper, we i 1 bring the analyt cal point of view of a systems
,analvst to bear upon t informdtion needs of museums. Our objectives will le:
first,'-to present e onan 0 v'v de of the activities, informati
needs in museums; and to focus,upon a particular information-needone
that has been too long ig red--and to report'on a project that is designed to
correct the situation.

When,a systems analyst begins, work, the first tasks ,are to define the
subsystem being examined and-to delineate the activities which are necessary
,cleiirabe parts of that sub - system. here, we will be looking at, those
activities Performetin a museum which are concerned nth. the collections.
Accounting, payroll, personnel, and security, are other_museum sub-systems
Could be.examined in the same=Way\.

Activities that involve museum collections may be conveniently grouped in
-three categories (see Figure 1

v

Initial' Activities.
number of happn .

possibly,-restored.
part of theSe-

When an artifact or-specimen is
The object must beicoessioned,
In some museums a photograph

tivities."

acquire
ered, identified
ade as a routine

L
On.oihg Activities. Once the first surge of activities has ,teen gompleted,

most museum objects rest In Storage until they are needed for-4 research`
project, or an exhibit,-either at home or (on-loan) in same other museum, or
Unless a deeriorailioff.in the condition of the object requires some conservat
effort. It is these "Ongbig Activities"whicil are the essential business
museum. The purpose of all of the initial activities is simply to make the
ongoing activities possible.

5rminalActivity. 'Eventually, all museUm objects are disposed of in one:.
way or another. The "Terminal Activity" of de-accessioning. must .be Mentioned in

=

order-tO,make the cycle complete. Hpwever, it is the-ongoing activities' of the
museui 'that are important. t





When the sub - system, and the key-activities which comprise thatsub-system
have been defined, the iext,step in the analysis of an information system is to
develop a clear-and precise 'statement of what is needed in order for those
activities to be Performed most efficiently. "What ia needed" always boils down
to having all of the information required for each defined-abtivitY available at
the right tine and.place for tile-person who is to perfo rm the activity, and to
accomplish this as cheai-ay_as Possible.

Several things are,invalVed in this: However, information systems do haiTie
ependable structure, and'the systems analyst i consciously or sub-consciously,
ohs that- conaideration must always be given to.both:-

1. The inf rmation system --the-forym that are used, the flow o data and
1the techniques by which the data are manipulated. either manually, or by whine
or both-and

-

2. w9Information Contentthe eategorieaor elements of data that are
`needed and problems oTsyntax,'authority files; etc.

-
. From here on, in this .paper, we `will be `concerned ly with information

content,-not with informationsyslems or forms and techniques Of.data
management. We will. use as:an.example'the record which, in a muSenm;=iausually
-thought of- as the primary:locus:ofdata'about the Collections: namely. the-
catalog. We will delineate 6-eueof the4kinds -of information (the categorles of
data that are usually required as a basil:Torsearching catalog repords;:and
then we wdll- loak-:at-some of the problemaof'syntax and content that must be
resolvedrif.a.catalog_record,is to:serve its designated parposes adequately.

7,A

Some nf the datC Categories in a tYpical museUm catalog are:

Registration Numb
Object ;flass

Style Marne 1.
Object Name

Subject Represented,'
Artist or Artisan Name
Maker or Manufacturer
Materials from which constructed
Techniques of construction
Place of. Origin
Date of Origin

For each of these data categories thg systems analyst would determine the
source from which the data input is derived and the syntax or format_ in Which
the data should be organized in order for it to serye as an effective means of
communi,cation from th1 time the original catalog record is prepared to the time
of use, perhs:us many 4-ears later. With some categories of. data (e.g., Date of
Origin) this is merely '.a matter of codifying the format of the entries. We all
use the Gregorian calendar'; and any four digit . numeral written in a data

category 'called "Date of Origin" will be assumed to be anno Domini -in the
Gregorian system. However, with other, data categories the situation is muck
more comqlex.



-.Systems-analysis is the process of working backwards from a statement of
information needs to the records required to fill those needs, and from there
back to the.source of each data element on every record. Inthis-brief.a-
oresentation, every bit of information which appelrs'on a typical catalog record'
cannot be traced hack to its point of origin. However,_I would like to focus

_upon two of the descriptor categories listed above: Object Class and Object

Name. Both of these originate from an activity of data,generationwhickitakes
place soon after an object is acquired. On our illustrgtion Figure 1),II call
this.the activity. of "IdentifiOation."

a ,

Identification may be defined as the clasiificat on and naming of an object'.
Nhat is it called?. More importantlx, though, idenfidation is the
classificatioli and naming of the oblect according to some internally consistent,
and generallY acceptedsysten of nomenclature. Identificatioh4s an essential
museums, activity regardless'of the nature of the collectibn--natural science'

_a/specimens, art objects, historical, archaeological o1 ethnographic
artifacts--fOr it is the activity of placing a particular object into a
meaningful category vis-a-vis the rest of the perceived world of expevience.
Unress this activity. is performed properly, the.artifact or specimen--especially
in a large museum ,--may just as well not be in the museum Collections at all for
there will be no systematic way of ever locating it again when it is needed for
a research project or an exhibit or loan. Identification and,,mith most
collectionsleregistration (registration is sometimes-omitted with natural
science spdEimens) provide the only data about a museum object which are carried
over to every record of that object. Whatever other information athere may be on
a record the documenil 'will be meaningless unless the object which the record
represents can be recognized within a framemork of some system_ of nomenclature
and, usually, within some system of registration.

Let us look at a few :xampler both to see how the identification activity is
performed and to examine e problems involved. If someone brings a "pretty
rock" into the museum, a Curator of Geology could readily identify it as,
perhaps, Azurite. lf, the next day, a Curator of Ornithology collects an.
Eastern bauebird,-the specimen would be identigied on thefmushm records as
qialia sills. In both of these cases there is a generally accepted an
internally consistent system of nomenclature to which the curator,can r fer as a
basis for accurate ena positive identification of the specimen. But, i another

museum, a curator who acquires a nodel-T Ford roadster would have to as Is

this artifact to be identified as a transportation device? An automobi (Or

even with the more colloquial term "car"?) Or should it lot identified as a

roadster? As a Ford? Or as a modei-T? At'the Same time another curator might
acquire a Renaissance Revival side chair and have to struggle with the same

kinds
chair?

Is this object'classified as furniture? As a side chair?
As a chair? Or clods it take all four words in order\to properly identify it?

Z..hese illustrations 'are not, unUsual. They serve only'to point- up-the fact
that there is at the present timsfno system.of nomenclaturarthat Is acceptable
as a basis-for identification of man-made artifacts,.and there are few aysteis-

of nomenclature even fdr Small groups- of artifacts.



It appears as though there are'two interrelated reasons no one has-eve
attempted to-do for the .area of man-made artifactualmaterial what 'Linnaeus
initiated for the natural sciences:

1. In the first Place, it is not.eaay-to see any unifying thread that
carries throughout_the field.0f,man!s art factual remains. At least we /Ave

been unable to find anyone who as laid ciaimLto a rationale -that.cOuld serve as

the basis for an internally consistent taxonoMy.

2. Perhaps even more imi3oYtant, though, prior to the invention of cbmputers
and the initial attempts tb create computerized mused alogs, -ye need for a.
rational system of nomenclature for all of marl's artifacts did not become
apparent. Itiawas only

5

after
.

computers were developqd 'that were adequate for the
creation of 1 rge-scale catalogs, and only after programming systems were-
create ft so that these comiputerscouldl, in fact, do the job, that Ve realized
something was still missing. The computer has forced us to recognize the-lack
of precision and the lackrof consistency in our museum catalogs. We now realize

that many of the,catalogb previously maintained with manual processing systems
could have been substantially 'more Useful than they were if the 6bjects had been
identified initially Vith'in a framdwork of a more precise system of

nomenclature. EVfter, ;asteroand more sophisticated techniques for the processing
of verbal data have helped us- to recognize, butdnot to s elve, the more basic
problems of precision and consistency.

At the Margaret Woodbury Strong Museum we have undertaken to solve this
problem--of necessity for ourselves and, hopefully, in the process for
others--by creating 'a -System CiT nomenclature for the identification of man-made
objects-and, on ,the basis)of this, a musu= lexicon` or the onomastic octopus.
e word onomastic' is derived fromthe Greek root, onoma (as in onomatopoetic

and synonomous).. It Means "relating to or co sisting of names." The usage here
was suggested by,flobert E.'Springer Registrar of the Henry Ford Museum and '-
Greenfield Village, when he wle tat they were pleased to be contributing yet
another tentacle to our onomast'c octopus.

.

A lexicon is a standardized worddist. As the tee is used here, it is
synonymous with-the special' definition of a thesaurus:developed by the.American
National'Standards Institute (1974: 1;9): "...a compilation of words and
phrases, shoWing synonymous, hierarchical, and other re/ationships and
dependencies. f The function Of a is to provide. a standardized
vocabalary'for infoL:mation storage' and retrieval."

Our apProac) to this project has been fairly straightforward. First, we
created what we believe, is a defepsible rationale that could serve' as a logical
basis for; an' internally consistent lexicon. Second, we created a rigid and
carefullSOefined hierarchical structure for the terminology. ,Third, we

enlistedia large group of museums to help.develop the specialized word lists
that would be necessary in a lexicon such as ,this. The work is moving forward
very rapidly, by means of remote termfnal entry to'the computer at the.
University of Rochester; and will be published shortly by the American
Associationfbr State and Local History under the title, Nomenclature for;' Museum
Catalii



At this Doint I would like to briefly,describe t ehe-rational for thesproject

and the hierarChiCal'structure-that has been created. Then I show a fel:,

'examples ofwhat the:lexdeen will 160k like in final printed form.

,

In another publication heilhal1' '1975: 62) ISuggest that common names of

objects could.be-or ganl5ed into brOad and more narrow classifications on thee.

basis of knowzi or presumed function, with the functional plabsificatiOns derived
x

rom some authoritative reference such ..as the Outline of Cultural Materials

urdock) 1961) . :he Outline does' serve- as a good = point Of .beginning. However:

) it covers all =of mankind's actiVities, not just the physical objects t jat
resulted from those activities;*and (2) it classifies activities and

objects on the basis of seven different principles. -It does not provide

single rationale that could be used as a basis for a precise systdMof

nomenclature.

The-lexicon _being developed at the Strong Museum 1...baSed upon the
asseemtien that-every man-made objget Vas originally created to 'fulfill some

function or ,oluroose and furyler,-that'original function is theJonly common

denominator that is present in all of the artifacts of man, however simple or

complex. Thus, at the top orhighest level in any Aierarchy of classifying and

naming man-made artifacts there can be no coexistent organizing principle other-

than the known (or presumed) reason why each object was originally created.

The conceptuof or function-is an important part of, this statement.

Cigar store Indians, for example, were created originally as trade signs for

retail tobacco shape,. Only ih recent years-have they become,artistie or

decorattve objects. Similar :statements could be made about many ofoday's

"collectibles." The reason for owing. an object 'may change through time, just

as stneq,do, but the orignal function of any man-made object remains conStant.

Some of the objects created by man (fortunately, not too many) were

originally intended to,serve more thaa a single purpose. This is most commonly

found among utilitarian objects which were also used for advertising di., sales

promotional Purposes: 'Coca Cola signs that are also serving-trays or mirrors or
thermometers; glass rolling pins that were sold felled with confectioners sugar;

and so on. Also, there is some aversion on the:part of archaeologists to

inferring the:functibneof a prehistoric artifact when the original purpose for

creating-the object cannot be ascertained with certainity.

Curatorial judgMentmust be exercised with_ each Particular artifact i_

'det'erMining the priMaryeeriginal.function. However, with a few-guidelines in
problem areas: the principle of original function has been found to be a.
workable rationale for the classification and naming of man-made objects. Of

equal importance is the. fact that'So far-no viable alternative to this.rationale

has appeared.

-/ The museum lexidon described here consists of-three hierarchically related

levels of terminology: (1) a controlled list of-Major categories; (2) a

controlid list of classification-tarmse.and(3) an-anew-ended het of objdct

names.



The major categories (Figure 2) are a very limited-set of functional'
divisions Which. might,'in a manual filing-kystem,--:=Serve as the labels on file
drawers or the .tab that separate major ..groups of catalog bards; A numeric code
probably -would be entered on a lower corner .of eacireard to indicate .the section
of the file where that card belongs... However, there.woUld.bp nOreason to

*. record the major -ategoryinames can the individualcards.

are, Classification terms are carefully predefined subdivisions of the-ma
categories which make'it'possible to separate the records into more refined
functiohal classes (see Figure 3), In the aggregate, they comprise a word list

'or authority file which is used during the Identification probess. In a card
'catalog, for example, the term appropriateto a-particular artifact might; be
recorded in one of the upper corners of each card, since this is the terii that
would be used as a basis for filing (or ;locating) the card within the proper
Major. Category file drawer. . In a computerized catalog the data category called-
%b,rect-Class" would be a separate field -in each, record.

Object names maybe thought of as further subdivisions of the classification
e'terms. In a card catalog'the object name might be reaorded in thesupper corner

of each card opposite ,.from the corner used for the classification term. Filihg
would be done,kfirst, by claseification term and within each classification term
by object name; In a computerizeli catalog "Object 'Name" would be a separate
field.

=

Even though object nahes-are considered as subdivisionb of classification
terms, there are important distinctions between these twb'levels of terminol9gyi.

1. Classification'terms are, carefully predefined and should be used aithoul
modification;.any list- of object names must be open-enddd so that it can be':-
expanded.

2. Clasification'terms, like rnajOr categories,' are.based upon the,single
rationale of original -function; an object name may-imply function (e.g., the
'function of shears is to shear), but this is more the exception than the rule.
The common dames-used to identify man-mgde objeCts are extremely variable.

3. -Classification terms are worded so that each-term is unique-.-i.e.-,
appears only one .place in the entire lexicon structure; an object name may

. appear as asubdivisionof more than one' classification term.

The lexicon entries are being compiled according to the American National
Standard Guidelines for Thesaurus StrUcturel ConstruCtibn,a Use (American
National Standards-Institute 197 Recording conventions include the
following:-

1. Solid capital letters are used'to indicate acceptableclassi ication
terns and acceptable object-naMes. Lower case'lettersi(id a list of otherwise
acceptable ,terms) _mean that the,partidularphrase should "not be used In all
eases, terms. that Are not acceptable are followed immediately-by a
crOss-reference to guide the reader to the proper- terminology.



cae ory. Structures

Category t Building- Furnishiiigs

Category .Personal Artifacts

Category- 4:- ToOls and. gqqipment,

Citegory.

Category' -6: Transportation Artifacts

Category -7: Art Objects

Category Recreational Artifacts

Category. 9. Societal Artifacts

Category 10: 'Packages and Containe

Category-11: VnclasSifiab e Artifacts

Communication Artifacts

Figure 2

..Major Artifact.Ca_egories-



Category -8: Recreational.'Artifacts.

Artifacts originally created to be used as toys or in
carrying on the activities of sports, games gambling or
publie,entertainment

GAME
An artifact originally created for use in a competitive
,activity based upon chance, problem-solving and°
calculation as opposed to physical effort, and conducted
according.to rules; includes all forms of gambling
devices; see also SPORTS EQUIPMENT and TOY

PUBLIC ENTERTAINMENT DEVICE
'An-artifact originally created for, use in.the Production
of non-competitive_ spectator entertainment; sea also
SPORTS EQUIPMpIT

RECREATIONAL DEVICE
An artifact originally created or use in a
participatory, usually non- competitive, recreational
activity other than. an thletic game or exercise;
includes equipment for which-a use charge is normally
made (e.g., a carousel; a pinball maChine) as well as
-the free facilities of a public park (e.g., a swing, a
lide); alsoincludeA the same types of equipment when

privately-owned

SPORTS EQUIPMENT
An artifact originally ;created for use in a physical
activity that is coMpetitive-or recreational; includes
equipment used in all forms of.athletic-games and
.exercises,-whether theparticipant is.a professional or

.

an .rnateur and the -activity is an individual .or team
sport; see also GAME, TOY and RECREATIONAL DEVICE

An artifact originally created to be a plaything; may
be representatipnal (i.e., a small-sized reProductioL
of a functional object, person or a creature) or
non-representational (e.g., a ball,- a top, a kite); a
toy is created primarily to.be played with, a craft
object is primarily for display) se90#IGINAL ART;
Category 7); see also GAME; SRORTS EQUIPMENT and.
RECREATIONAL DEVICE

Figure
4b.mple Classification

Term Definitions



2. Ciassifiqation terns and object names_normaily app6ar in the singular
rather than the plural form. In a-computerized system It is.eRiential that a
ter:lib-6 entered exactly the same way each time and that this' -be in the'same form

Ithat will be used for retrieval. Since museuhs customarily catalog individual
items,"the convention of using-singular terminology Seems the more appropriate.

3. Multiword terms are included_in the lexicon in one of two ways. If th
words are customarily thought of as a unit, that is the way they ampear. For
example, phrases such as BODY FROTtCTOR and IRISH MAIL would be m9aninglesa if
reversed. However, if an item logically would be retrieved as a subAvision of
a larger category, the entry appears in, the lexicon alphabetized under the
larger term, foliaged by a comna, and the less `inclusive term. For example:

.Wherever there
proper place.

Several.ahbrevl

(1p1.-aDLi=0
ADZ
ASK

PLANE

(Suffix
COOPER'S
CATCHER'S
SMOOTHING

is any doubt,-a cross-reference guides the

ohs and special terms are used with 1

A definition of the term immediately above.

Any special informations, that.is nece
term' immediately above.

.

-

Related term. This is a suggestion to the reader to7consider
terms which might be more appropriate inl'naming an object:

-will.most-often appear following terns that are
(as indicated by lower case type). It is a-guide to
suggest an alternate, correct tern.-

A numeric reference to the bibliographic entry
list of object name within a. classification te

Figure 4 and 5 are -examples of lexicon pages. Figure 4 is _amPle page
printedon the computer in hierarchical format. Thus-,'for each major artifact
category, the acceptable 'classification ter rms-ai-e shown at the margin, and-the

_object names are listed alphabetically as.- subdivisions of the clalsification
terms. Figure 5 is a sample page of object name terminology, arranged in
straight alphabetic order, Arith the Corresponding classification terms shown in
the colon to the right.:

Please note that these are only sample pages, created as interim print-on
'to show the structure of the computer'prepared_lexicon Tany additional entries
will, be interspersed 'among the terms on both of these pages before the lexicon
is complete.

eader to the-.

n entries:

the proper use-o

other
.

unacceptable
the user to



TEQUIPMEN

SWIM I A K -_
SWINGING ROPE.
TABLE -fElINIS-PADDL.E
INCICLIING
TENNIS PADDLE
`TENNIS RACI4ET
Tenpin

use BOWL-IN

TETHERBALLT
10BOGOAIN

7R-AMPOIANE
'TRAP
7IAPIlE
-VAULTING
VAULTING POLE
VOLLWBALL,
'WRIST pENEI.CIPER

CLIARD

An artifae originally created to be aything;rrtay be representational (i.e., a
small-sized- reproauction- Ttin.Qtiorial _object, a person or a -creature) or

_
nbnlepresentational (e.g.? a ball, a top, a kite), a reiy..i& created ikFirnarily to be played
witlf,a craft object is -prirnaiily for display (See CREATIVE ART, Category 7); see -also

GAME, SPORTS EQUIPIVIENT and RECRIA'TIONAI DEVICE
ref (27) (29) (68)
note vse as an object name either one of die Pone:wing terms or, for a representational' toy,.

any other acceptable object name

BALL.
BA_NK .

BEADS, si-RinG
BEANBAG
BELL. TOY
Bilboquct

use
BLOCK'
BLOCK, BUILDING
BLOCK, PARQUETRY
BLOCK, TELescopic
CAP EXPLOPTR
CAP PISTOL
Chinese puZzle

use tOCKS,

CCP AND BA

PARQUETRY-

Figure 4
le Lexicon
Hi rarchi



SHIELD . _ . .

-SHIN GUARD'
SHINGLE BUTTER
SHIRT
SHIRT, P01,0
Shirt,

use r-SHIRT
SHOCKER, CORN
SHOE' .

SHOE .

SHE TENNIS':... . .

HOE, TOE . .

Shoe spreader .1.

use- TONGS, SHOE:SPREADING
SHOEHORN
SHOEING STAND
SHOESHIN-E-KIT
SHOESHINE KIT
SHOETREE
SHOFAR
SHOOTING BOARD

rt MITER SHOOTING BOARD
SHOOTING STICK
SHOOTING KICK
SHOP -`,

SHORTS
SHORTS
SHORTS, BOXER
SHOULDER LOOP
SHOULDER IVIARK
SHOVEL, BLACKSMITH'S
SHOVEL, GRAIN . . .

Shovel, Potato
use FORK, VEGETABLE SCOOP

SHOVEL, POWER.
Shrank

use WARDROBE

MINING T & E'.
SPORTS- EQUIPMENT
WOODWORKING''T
Cf0THING, OUTERWEAR
CLOTHING, OUTERWEAR

........ AGRICULTURAL T&E
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR
GAME

.. CLOTHING, -FOOTWEAR
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR.

TOILET ARTICLE
. . METALWORKING T&E

BUILDING AtCESSORY-
PERSONAIJGEAR
BUILDING ACCESSORY
CEREMONIAL ARTIFACT
WOODWORKING T&E

.....

SHREDDER, FLAIL
Shredder, Stalk.

use CUTTER, STALK
SHRINE

rrt MENT
SHRINE

-RELIQUARY
SHRIFIKER, TIRE/AX-LE .

:SHRINKING MACHINE, COMPRESSIVE
SHROUD . ... .. PERSONAL SYMBOL

PERSONAL GEAR
PRINTING T&E
BUILDING
CLOTHING; OUTERWEAR.
CLOTHING, UNDERWEAR
CLOTHING, UNDERWEAR
PERSONAL SYMBOL --
PERSONAL SYMBOL
METALWORKING T&E
AGRICULTURAL T&E

CONSTRUCTION T&E

AGRICULTURAL T&

BUILDING

CEREMONIAL ARTIFACT

METALWORKING T&E
TEXTILEWORKING Ts&

Figure 5
Sample Lexicon Page

Alphabetical



It it anticipated that the lexicon will be used princitally in one of two

ways: (1) by a person identifying an artifact for purposes off` preparing a new

11111Selliri catalog entry, and (2) by erson searching a. Catalog for records

pertaining t a particular group objects.

Use pr the lexicon to. identify a new artifact involves first, selectin
apprppriate major artifact category (from Figure 2) , and then going. to tpe
of,*Cceptable classitiCatiOn .terms (Figure 3) to choose the term that best

til:

1
'artifact. In practice the classification terms are sufficiently few in

'

n 1ber so that a curator responsible for only ce/Lain tYpes of collecttons Can
/

.

Quickly' reduce to memory those that are most f,Pequently used. Once the _1

approtriate classifIgation term has been selected, a person normally would turn

to the hierarchical section of the lexicon in order to find the.gbject nada Hfor

the artifact.
_

. ..-

,

'Use oVthe lexicon as an aid to searching a catalog. involves a procedure

somewhat different from its'usejnLiddntifying a new artifact. ghe-first Search

step would be to determine that the'same lexicon was actually used when `the

catalog recurds were created originally. Consistency of terminology "between

cataloging and searching, of coure, is what the lexicon is all about. Once

past this hurdle, 1P-we assume that a searcher ,is interestedin.locating al, of

the records pertaining to a particular 4ind-of objectt,;perliaps all of the.
4 St 1 h bengines in the collection--the next step would be to, _turn b th a p a etic

section of thm lexicon. There it is shown that engines 'night be found in fOur

sections.of the catalog, under the classification terms ?OVER PRODUCTION T&E,

AGRICULTURAL T&E, miaING _T&E and TOY. At this point' he could go to the catalog:

confident of finding all of the possibly wpropriate artifacts.

In a-computerized system information - retrieval can vary considerably

depending upon the particular computer and the package! of. computer programs:

However, the same principles' apply. A. search' for the word 'ENGINE could .be Made

within the data category "Object Name" and tWreeords on allvengines would_bie.

retrieved, regardless of the classification terms used whet different engine

were cataloged originally. Or, as an alternative, the search could be
restricted to engines that are .also classified as toys, or it could' be

restricted even further to select out only toy engines, say, which origin ed

tngland, or it could be narroWed in many other ways.

The methods used t search museum catalogs will always vary-depending upon

the way in which, the catalog Is maintained physically. Regardless 'of the

cataloging method, though, a meaningful and comPrehensive search is possible

only when the person retrieving the records has available a knowledge of the
terminology used to create the records originally, and pnly when that "11.
terminology was used consistently to create the original records. It appear as

though the only way these ends can be achieved is by using a lexicon such as

that described, both as an adjunct to the' initial museum activity of.
Identification and durkv all of theongoehg museum activities whifh involve

retrieval of catalog records.



A lexicon will not Solve, all Museum oatalOging oIlems, In fact it will
not.sepre -as L-..-PasU. .Y n_ efor the Complete identi fits, on of ayerg-manmade
objer, materiaa,S, and , Te'rhailis othqr informat on is
necessary .for the identification'of soMe- collections, Howevar, the It*iconlall

= _ -
provide a. common starting Point: in the indentlfication-activy

-
which, -e

have sden, is crucial to tie. cataloging effort in every- mtipeumN

- iThe
research described in
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